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Sutherland Space Port



Space is changing



What are we launching?



Space and Scotland

Launch 
Sutherland – vertical, orbital
Shetland – vertical, orbital
Spaceport 1 – vertical, suborbital
MACC – vertical, suborbital
Prestwick – horizontal, orbital

Launch Vehicles
Scotland now has two 
leading ‘rocket’ companies
• Orbex
• Skyrora

Satellites
‘Glasgow makes more satellites 
than anywhere outside of 
California’
• ClydeSpace
• Spire
• Alba Orbital
• Mangata

Supply chain
We’ve been doing all this for decades
• Making equipment for spaceflight 

including electronics, cables, 
software and range facilities

• WL Gore
• STAR Dundee

Data 
Edinburgh is the ‘data capital’ 
of Europe
• Ecometrica
• Earthwave
• Bird.i

Scotland is brilliant at space….and getting better



Space Hub ‘supply chain’

Need Where?

Project management

Spaceport Design

Environmental

Planning

Safety and security

Regulation and Legislation

Rockets

Market assessment

Range and trajectories



Support for business in the space sector

Scottish Government Space Strategy

Mission
To collaborate to make Scotland the home of New Space – capitalising
on a heritage of traditional space missions and entrepreneurship in 
order to maximise the economic, environmental and societal benefits 
for Scotland, caring for the environment and promoting a skilled and 
diverse workforce.

By 2030, we aim to help deliver: 

• An annual contribution to the Scottish economy in excess of £4bn. 

• An increase in the workforce by five times the current level. 

• A globally recognised strategic location and European leader for 
commercial space developments.

• A range of managed launch and orbital services, supporting the 
highest launch cadence in Europe. 

• An increased and diverse workforce with improved participation 
that is fully reflective of Scottish society and ensures space is open 
for all.

Trade body for Scottish Space Sector
Formerly Scottish Space Leadership council



Space is still hard

"Cornwall was on the front foot. Cornwall had that foresight eight years ago 

to start investing and start creating the infrastructure around a spaceport. 

They just happened to be the first ones to get there." 

Ian Annett, UKSA

"For generations now we have probably had our children at a point where they think and have been told that if they want a decent job 

in science or technology or engineering, they have got to leave Cornwall and go somewhere else. The spaceport now is one of the 

things that demonstrates to our children that that is not the case anymore.... it's a real Cornish success story." 

Louis Gardner, Cornwall Councillor

"It's not just the launches, but all the other amazing businesses being attracted 

to the site. We are really using this as a catalyst to attract other satellite and 

space businesses." 

Melissa Thorpe, Spaceport Cornwall

• 50 direct jobs 150 indirect jobs in the three years across 

Cornwall

• The average job on the spaceport is in excess of £45,000 

per year, almost double the Cornish average

• £200m value to economy. 

• 250 businesses turned up at a recent open day event

• More than 70 businesses linked to the space cluster.

"All the way through there has been a fair amount of scepticism. By investing in the 

spaceport we have not just invested to launch rockets into space. We have invested in a 

whole industry.“

Louis Gardner, Cornwall Councillor



Next steps

Next three months
• Complete pre-build planning conditions - Orbex

• Construct passing places - Orbex 

• Complete power and comms provision - HIE

• Complete infrastructure handover - HIE, Orbex

• Finalise funding agreement HIE to Orbex - HIE, Orbex

• Secure NDA funding - HIE


